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Executive Summary
Deliverable 7.4 is a report summarizing the TELMI Second Public Event co-organized by RCM and
SAICO which took place from the 30th of August to the 1st of September, 2017 at the Harpa
Concert Hall & Conference Center in Reykjavik, Iceland, in the context of the 2017 International
Symposium on Performance Science. This document details the event agenda, the participants,
the activities, and pictures of the different sessions at the event and links to the main
dissemination channels.
The Second Public Event is the second of three public events organized within the TELMI project
for disseminating the outputs of the project and engaging violinists, researchers, and possible
stakeholders to collaborate in our developments. All the partners of the project contributed to the
success of the event.
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1.

Background

Three Public Events will be organized within the TELMI project with the goal of disseminating and
promoting the use of the TELMI Platform. The first at M6 was hosted by UPF, the second event
has been hosted by the Royal College of Music (RCM) at M20, and the Final Public Event will be
hosted by Università degli studi di Genova (UNIGE) at M33.
These events are a good opportunity not only for public awareness of the project (a key objective
of the H2020 Programme) but also for user engagement. Indeed, the first Public Event coincided
with the phase of the project involving the definition of requirements and use cases and thus a
specific workshop for collecting feedback from the participants was included in the program. The
second event described here coincided with launching the project’s first version of the TELMI
platform, allowing the partners to perform complex demonstrations and collect user feedback. The
third and final event will focus on exploitation of the project’s foreground.
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2.

Organization of the event

The International Symposium on Performance Science (ISPS) is a biennial conference bringing
together researchers and practitioners across performance domains. The 2017 conference was
convened by the Iceland Academy of the Arts and the Royal College of Music’s Centre for
Performance Science. It was organized over four days in Iceland’s iconic Harpa Concert Hall &
Conference Centre, with over 200 delegates from 30 countries, presenting 86 presentations and
75 posters alongside workshops, keynotes, and performances. A detailed agenda of the
conference is available online:  performancescience.org/ISPS2017/Program/
While it was initially planned to hold the TELMI Second Event in RCM, it was determined that the
coincidence of the summer term break and new student induction would limit the amount of
interaction with students, teachers, and musicians that might be possible at a M19/M20 event. A
heavy period of construction at the RCM also limited room availability and public access. Thus, the
event was relocated to the ISPS event, co-convened by the RCM, giving access to
practitioner-researchers attending the conference, violinists in the local National Orchestra and
neighbouring Icelandic Academy of the Arts, and the large numbers of the general public visiting
the iconic venue. Permission make this change was received from the Project Officer.
The TELMI event was integrated into ISPS 2017 through three principal means: (1) a six-part
symposium in which each of the partners presented an original research paper highlighting an
aspect of their contribution to the TELMI project and culminating in a public demonstration of the
first TELMI prototypes; (2) an exhibition space, easily accessible and open to the public, where the
prototypes could be tried in hands-on sessions over two days; and (3) a series of six additional
posters and one presentation relating to the TELMI project presented through the conference
schedule. The list of these publications can be found in Appendix A.
TELMI was featured throughout the conference, including in the opening remarks (see Figure 1)
where delegates were invited to attend TELMI presentations and to try the devices in the Public
Showroom.
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Figure 1: Aaron Williamon highlighting the TELMI project during the ISPS opening address

News about the TELMI Second Public Event have been shared on the TELMI project website
(http://telmi.upf.edu) and via the project’s Twitter account (https://twitter.com/TELMI_Project)
before, during, and after the event, in addition to the dissemination efforts undertaken by the
conference organizers and RCM (http://www.performancescience.org).
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3.

TELMI Symposium

Within the TELMI Symposium, the project was first introduced by Rafael Ramírez followed by five
presentations representing each of the partners. This culminated in a live demonstration of the first
version of the TELMI Platform with featuring Madeleine Mitchell from RCM.
The complete agenda of the TELMI Symposium is available in Appendix B. Excerpts of the
presentation abstracts are included below.

Presentations
HACKING PRACTICE: TECHNOLOGY USE AND ATTITUDES IN MUSIC LEARNING
George Waddell and Aaron Williamon, Centre for
Performance Science, Royal College of Music, UK
This presentation examines the following: (1) the
degree to which musicians engage with
technology in the learning of musical
instruments; (2) whether these attitudes and
behaviors reflect those of their day-to-day life;
(3) musicians’ attitudes towards potential new

interact age, experience, and instrumental

technologies and what factors predict adoption

group.

of new technologies; and (4) how these results
A MARKET ANALYSIS OF MUSIC LEARNING: CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES
Anna Carreras, Ayman Moghnieh, Carles Sans, and
Franki Sans, Saico Intelligence SL, Spain
The main objective of this paper is to present
market research examining technologies
available for music learning. We will discuss the

most relevant market categories identified and
the opportunities foreseen for the TELMI project.
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APPLYING CO-CREATION PRINCIPLES TO DEVELOP A TECHNOLOGY ENHANCED LEARNING SOLUTION FOR
VIOLINISTS
Maria Margoudi, Manuel Oliveira, George Waddell, and Aaron Williamon, HighSkillz, UK; Centre for
Performance Science, Royal College of Music, UK
In the TELMI project, the aim is to develop a technology-enhanced solution that goes beyond the
development of technical skills. This paper presents the adopted development approach based on
co-creation principles, which involves students, musicians, and teachers throughout the process.

CAPTURING HIGH-QUALITY VIOLIN PERFORMANCE
DATA
Ksenia Kholykhalova, Erica Volta, George Waddell,
Aaron Williamon, Simone Ghisio, Corrado Canepa,
Rafael Ramirez, and Gualtiero Volpe, Casa Paganini
– InfoMus, DIBRIS, University of Genova, Italy; Centre
for Performance Science, Royal College of Music, UK;
Music Technology Group, Pompeu Fabra University, Spain
The TELMI project, which aims to develop novel

capture methods. This presentation outlines the

multimodal

and

methods used to capture these performances,

technologies for learning to play violin, requires

including the processing and analysis of the

an initial reference archive of professional

resulting quantitative data.

interaction

paradigms

performances collected using state-of-the-art

A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH FOR MEASURING PERFORMANCE QUALITY IN VIOLIN TONES
Sergio Giraldo, Rafael Ramirez, George Waddell, and Aaron Williamon, Music Technology Group, Pompeu
Fabra University, Spain; Centre for Performance Science, Royal College of Music, UK
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Our aim is twofold: (1) to understand the correlations between the human tone quality descriptors,
acoustic descriptors from the literature, and the features extracted from the audio signal; and (2) to
generate machine learning models to predict the different proposed quality dimensions of the
performance from the audio features. The predictive models will be implemented and incorporated into a
real-time feedback learning system.

TELMI WORKSHOP: DEMONSTRATION OF THE FIRST
PROTOTYPE
Rafael Ramirez, Gualtiero Volpe, Corrado Canepa, Paolo
Coletta, Sergio Giraldo, Simone Ghisio, Ksenia
Kholykhalova, Oscar Mayor, Alfonso Perez, Erica Volta,
George Waddell, and Aaron Williamon, Casa Paganini –
InfoMus, DIBRIS, University of Genova, Italy; Music
Technology Group, Pompeu Fabra University, Spain;
Centre for Performance Science, Royal College of Music, UK
This workshop will demonstrate the first

participation and feedback from ISPS delegates

prototype of the TELMI system, encouraging

in a parallel interactive installation.
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4. TELMI Public Showroom
The TELMI Public Showroom (see Figure 2) comprised a large space open to public access.
Conference delegates, invited musicians and teachers, and members of the public were invited to
interact with the TELMI technologies in two live demonstrations highlighting feedback systems built
on Violin RT (UPF) and Eyesweb (UNIGE), as well as the interactive planning and practice
management software under development from HighSkillz. Guests could discuss the project’s
objectives and progress, and participate in the competitions using the ViolinRT setup to achieve
high scores on tone quality and intonation accuracy.
Promotional materials developed by SAICO were distributed throughout the conference and sent
as digital invitations to local arts organisations, including the Icelandic Academy of the Arts and the
Icelandic National Orchestra. This included flyers, t-shirts, and large banners. These materials can
be found in Appendix C.

Figure 2: TELMI Public Showroom panoramic

Approximately 200 people visited the TELMI Public Showroom. The majority were music students
and teachers, including elite performers from the Icelandic Academy (see Figure 3), but many
were members of the general public with no violin or musical experience that were able to try the
violin for the first time, guided by the feedback tools to produce stable, high-quality tones on the
instrument.
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Figure 3: Interaction with high-level teachers and students

Several parts of the TELMI Platform were demonstrated. Users could visualize their movements
based on UNIGE Kinect-based solution (Figure 4), navigate through HIGHSKILLZ Planning App
(Figure 5) and test their skills within the UPF prototypes based on sensors, Kinnect and audio
analysis (Figures 6).

Figure 4: Captures of the prototypes from UNIGE
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Figure 5: A participant looking at the Planning App from HIGHSKILLZ


Figure 6: Captures of the prototypes from UPF

The event was a very good opportunity to acquire feedback from the participants by all the
partners. Figure 7 shows a participant filling the Google Form created especially for evaluating the
prototypes after having tried them all.
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Figure 7: A participant providing feedback from the prototypes

Finally, some promotional T-Shirts were given to the best performers in the tone quality and
intonation competitions (see Figure 8).



Figure 8: Several winners of the competitions
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4.

Conclusions

The event was very productive in terms of scientific dissemination, user testing, user feedback,
and networking for the project’s consortium. It provided a useful venue to test the prototypes in
real-world conditions and to determine their accessibility and usefulness to users of varying
musical and technological ability.
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5.

Appendix A:  TELMI related publications in ISPS

Estimation of bowing parameters in violin playing from audio analysis. Perez-Carrillo.
Phase-level modeling of expressive dynamics in violin performances. Ortega et al.
Music-enhanced emotion identification of facial emotions in autistic children: An EEG study.
Ramirez et al.
Neural correlates of bow technique learning in violin beginner students. Blanco and Ramirez.
Learning expressive performance rules from opera singing recordings. Marinescu and Ramirez.
Neural and music correlates of music-evoked emotions. Patlatzoglou and Ramirez.
Music performance as therapy for terminally ill patients. An EEG study. Ramirez et al.
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6.

Appendix B: TELMI Symposium Agenda
Wednesday, 30 August 2017

15:00-16:30 Thematic sessions: Technology Enhanced Learning of Musical Instrument
Performance (TELMI).
Chair: Rafael Ramirez Kaldalón
●
●
●

Waddell, Williamon, Hacking practice: Technology use and attitudes in music learning.
Carreras, Moghnieh et al. A market analysis of music learning: Challenges and
opportunities.
Margoudi, Oliveira et al. Applying co-creation principles to develop a technology-enhanced
learning solution for violinists

16:45-18:15 Thematic sessions: Technology Enhanced Learning of Musical Instrument
Performance (TELMI).
Chair: Rafael Ramirez Kaldalón
●
●
●

Kholykhalova, Volta et al. Capturing high-quality violin performance data.
Giraldo, Ramirez et al. A computational approach for measuring performance quality in
violin tones.
Ramirez, Volpe et al. TELMI: Demonstration of the first prototype
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7.

Appendix C: Promotional Materials

Figure 10: TELMI showroom settings and roll-out

Figure 11: TELMI Second Public Event flyers
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Figure 12: TELMI team at ISPS 2017 wearing the promotional T-Shirts
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